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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Alibaba Cloud CloudMonitor is a service that monitors Alibaba Cloud resources and Internet functions currently provided by

CloudMonitor? (Number of correct answers: 3)

Options: 
A- Site monitoring

B- Customized monitoring

C- Custom firewall

D- Operation auditing

E- Cloud service monitoring

Answer: 
A, B, E

Explanation: 



https://cloudacademy.com/course/alibaba-security-monitoring-1275/introduction-to-cloud-

monitor/#:~:text=Cloud%20Monitor%20is%20a%20service,safeguard%20your%20products%20and%20business.

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Alibaba Cloud Content Delivery Network (CDN) is a distributed network that is built and overlaid on the bearer network Moreover it is

composed of edge node server clusters distributed across different regions. It replaces the traditional data transmission mode, which is

centered on Web servers. When using Alibaba Cloud CDN, a user's request wilt first reach the edge node, and then receive data from

the origin site by means of back-to-source Moreover, the admin can obtain visitor's real IP on the origin site. Which of the following

descriptions relate to "obtaining visitors real IP" are correct? (Number of correct answers: 2)

Options: 
A- 'Visitor's real IP' is saved in 'X-Forwarded-For' header in HTTP protocol. It can be directly obtained in the user-defined LOG of

Apache and Nginx.

B- 'Visitor's real IP' can only be obtained by modifying the application

C- You can one-step activate the 'recording visitor's real IP' function in Alibaba Cloud CDN console to directly view the visitor's real IP in

the access log.

https://cloudacademy.com/course/alibaba-security-monitoring-1275/introduction-to-cloud-monitor/
https://cloudacademy.com/course/alibaba-security-monitoring-1275/introduction-to-cloud-monitor/


D- In Windows, if IIS is used: after installing 'F5XForwardedFor' extension module. 'Visitor's real IP' can then be seen in the log.

Answer: 
A, D

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A video company uses SLB to distribute user requests to 20 ECS instances with the same configuration to response these requests. As

the Spring Festival approaches, service traffic would double during holidays (based on past experience). Thus, you use Auto Scaling to

elastically adjust computing resources. Since the services is online for many years, you have historic records that can help predict the

upcoming service traffic and choose the scaling mode freely. In this scenario, which of the following options are feasible and with

minimum operation efforts? (Number of correct answers: 2)

Options: 
A- Cloud monitor and event-triggered task: Dynamically adds ECS instances during resource shortage and reduces ECS instances

during idle hours by monitoring the CPU utilization rate and workload

B- Scheduled task: Increases the number of ECS instances to 40 on the first day of the holidays and reduce the number to 20 after the

holidays.



C- Manual mode: Set the minimum number of instances to 40 on the first day of the holidays and change the number to 20 after the

holidays.

D- Healthy check mode: Ensures that all the current ECS instances in scaling groups are working correctly to meet user access requests.

Answer: 
B, C

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You would like to deploy your applications on Alibaba Cloud to meet requirements including cost reduction, improving service availability,

fast deployment- and redundant backup Alibaba Cloud_________products can help meet these requirements (Number of correct

answers 3)

Options: 
A- Elastic Compute Service (ECS) image achieve efficient and convenient deployment.

B- Utilizing Content Delivery Network (CDN) can meet the demands for redundant backup.



C- Utilizing Server Load Balancer (SLB) and ECS instances can improve data reliability.

D- Elastic Compute Service (ECS) snapshot satisfies the needs of rapid recovery of applications and data.

E- Reasonable selection of Regions/Zones meets the location needs of application deployment as well as the demands for redundantly

backup critical business applications and data.

Answer: 
A, C, E

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following scenarios can be done using Alibaba Cloud Express Connection? (Number of correct answers: 2)

Options: 
A- Intranet communication between VPCs and Smart Access Gateway in customers different branch offices

B- Intranet communication between a VPC and servers in an external IDC

C- Intranet communication between two VPCs in different accounts and different CIDR Blocks



D- Intranet communication between two VPCs under the same account in the same region

Answer: 
A, C

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Company A constructed a sales management platform using three Elastic Compute Service (ECS) instances. One of the instances runs

MySQL, and is used as the database server. The other two instances are used as Web servers After some time, the number of

employees in Company A dramatically increases, leading to higher sales volumes At the same time, the platform response speed is

gradually decreasing too.

According to the report from CloudMonitor, the average CPU utilization rate of the two Web servers exceeds 70%, and database load

reaches 75% Company A can select Alibaba Cloud_________ services.to cope with the issue and optimize the performance. (Number

of correct answers: 2)

Options: 



A- Import database data into Object Storage Service (OSS) to share the storage pressure on the platform

B- Incorporate Server Load Balancer (SLB) and add additional ECS instances to relieve the load on existing ECS instances

C- Use Content Delivery Network (CDN) to enhance content loading speed

D- Replace the self-built MySQL database with ApsaraDB for RDS to obtain better database performance, and utilize RDS read-only

instances to handle read-only requests

Answer: 
B, D

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Before data communication is setup, the security groups match the security group rules one by one to query whether to allow access

requests Assume that the user has created two security group rules 1 and 2 The protocol type, port range, authorization type, and

authorization object of the two security group rules are the same. The difference is that Rule 1 is a denial policy, rule 2 is an allowed

policy, so the following statement is correct_______ (Number of correct answers 2)

Options: 



A- If rule 1 and rule 2 have the same priority, the rule of the denial policy takes effect first, and the rule of the allowed policy does not

take effect

B- If rule 1 and rule 2 have the same priority, the rule of the allowed policy takes effect first, and the rule that of the denial policy does not

take effect.

C- If rule 1 and rule 2 have different priorities, the rule with a small priority number takes effect

D- If rule 1 and rule 2 have different priorities, the rule with a large priority number takes effect.

Answer: 
A, C

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A large enterprise wants to migrate the entire business system to Alibaba Cloud to save the overall IT procurement and O&M costs From

the security aspect, the company requires that

1. Must support secured remote O&M because the administrator often takes business trips.

2. Networks between subsystems should be isolated because subsystems are independently used by different departments Which of the

followings should be used together to meet the company's requirements? (Number of correct answers: 3)



Options: 
A- Enable the VPN on the bastion host (or directly use the VPN image on Alibaba Cloud Marketplace). The administrator uses VPN

encrypted communication during O&M.

B- Build an independent ECS instance as the bastion host or remote logon and O&M, and authorize the bastion host to access ECS

instances running other subsystems.

C- Use the security group function of the ECS instance, and respectively deploy ECS instances running different subsystems to

independent security groups.

D- Create multiple ECS instances in the VPC to install subsystems of different departments- Allocate only Intranet IP addresses to all

ECS instances, and deploy them in the same security groups.

Answer: 
A, B, D
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